frequently asked questions sqa - replacement certificates can be arranged for a fee of 38 00 and this service normally takes between 2 3 weeks you can order your replacement certificate online at, uk qualifications study at bristol university of bristol - gcse qualifications if you have not had the opportunity to study gcses for example if you came to the uk for education later in life we may be able to use other, cockcroft report 1982 the history of education in england - cockcroft report mathematics counts 1982 dr wh cockcroft chairman vice chancellor new university of ulster coleraine, dearing report 1997 the history of education in england - page 2 an introductory comment 6 we were appointed to advise on the long term development of higher education but we express here our concern that the long term, queens college london apply for sixth form courses in - apply for sixth form courses for queen s college london sixth form entry admissions to the senior school admissions and scholarships